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Aroha ki aku hoa hara o te hara me te mihi ki a koe i tenei ra

(Greetings to my crime prevention friends and I am sorry I can’t be with you today)

Thanks to Tony Lake for doing this presentation for me.

From Top of South Island in New Zealand

4.7 million people

70 million sheep
- We have embraced CPTED
- Now a part of most council’s Long Term Plans
- Look for new ways to include CPTED
- Safe Communities Foundation
- Site visits New Zealand, Australia and China
- Opportunity to include CPTED in local priorities
- One response to reducing harm and improving safety outcomes
A safe community is one where we work together to reduce harm

The key is building a coalition

Addresses local concerns in sustainable and coordinated manner

WHO recognise Safe Communities as a way to reduce injury and violence

Not a programme or project an integrated way of doing business

Local infrastructure to increase action by building collaborative relationships
Six criteria
Leadership & Collaboration
Programme Reach
Targeted Interventions
Data Analysis & Strategic Alignment
Evaluation
Communication & Networking
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